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Preface
This volume collects papers presented at the 24th Annual Conference on Math-
ematical Foundations of Programming Semantics (MFPS XXIV), held on the cam-
pus of University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia PA, USA from Thursday, May 22
through Sunday, May 25, 2008.
The MFPS conferences are aimed at those areas of mathematics, logic and com-
puter science that are related to the semantics of programming languages. The
series particularly provides a forum where mathematicians and computer scientists
can meet and exchange ideas about problems of common interest. Participation by
researchers in neighbouring areas is also encouraged, in order to maintain breadth
in the scope of the series.
The Organizing Committee for MFPS consists of Stephen Brookes (CMU),
Achim Jung (Birmingham), Catherine Meadows (NRL), Michael Mislove (Tulane),
and Prakash Panangaden (McGill). The local arrangements for MFPS XXIV were
overseen by Andre Scedrov (Penn).
The MFPS XXI Programme Committee members were:
Andrej Bauer (Ljubljana), Chair Ulrich Berger (Swansea)
Lars Birkedal (Copenhagen) Jens Blanck (Swansea)
Steve Brookes (CMU) Bob Coecke (Oxford)
Karl Crary (CMU) Mart´ın Escardo´ (Birmingham)
Achim Jung (Birmingham) Jean Krivine (LIX)
James Laird (Bath) Paul Levy (Birmingham)
Catherine Meadows (NRL) Michael Mislove (Tulane)
Catuscia Palamidessi (INRIA) Prakash Panangaden (McGill)
Alex Simpson (Edinburgh) Christopher Stone (Harvey Mudd)
Thomas Streicher (Darmstadt) James Worrell (Oxford)
With the help of 9 external referees the programme committee selected 15 papers
for presentation at the meeting. Each submitted paper was reviewed by 3.08 referees
and programme committee members, on average. Regrettably a number of papers
could not be accepted for lack of space in the conference programme.
The following gave invited plenary talks at the meeting:
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• Samson Abramsky, Oxford
• Luca Cardelli, Microsoft Research, Cambridge
• Dusko Pavlovic, Kestrel Institute
• Benjamin Pierce, Penn
• Phil Scott, Ottawa
• James Worrell, Oxford
The programme also contained four special sessions:
(i) A session honoring Phil Scott on the occasion of his 60th birthday, organized
by Rick Blute (Ottawa) and Andre Scedrov (Penn), with talks by
• Rick Blute (Ottawa),
• Guy Beaulieu (Ottawa),
• Peter Dybjer (Chalmers),
• Peter Freyd (Penn),
• Esfan Haghverdi (Indiana),
• Jim Lambek (McGill),
• Masahiro Hamano (Japan AIST).
(ii) A session on Systems Biology held in conjunction with Luca Cardelli’s plenary
talk, organized by Jean Krivine (Harvard Medical School), with talks by
• Eric Mjolness (UC Irvine),
• Cosimo Laneve (Bologna),
• Vashti Galpin (Edinburgh),
• Jean Krivine (Harvard Medical School).
(iii) A session on Type Theory in conjunction with Benjamin Pierce’s plenary talk,
organized by Robert Harper (CMU) and Benjamin Pierce, with talks by
• Andrew Appel (Princeton),
• Andrew Gordon (Microsoft, Cambridge),
• James McKinna (St. Andrews),
• Aleksandar Nanevski (Harvard).
(iv) A session on Security in conjunction with Dusko Pavlovic’s plenary talk, orga-
nized by Catherine Meadows (NRL), with talks by
• Andrew Appel (Princeton),
• Joshua Guttman (Mitre),
• Kostas Chatzikokolakis (Oxford and LIX, E´cole Polytechnique) and Keye
Martin (NRL).
In addition to the MFPS programme, there was a tutorial day on May 21. The
topic was Category Theory and Its Applications to Theoretical Computer Science.
The tutorials were organized by Phil Scott; the speakers were:
• Marcelo Fiore (Cambridge),
• Nicola Gambino (Leicester),
• Pieter Hofstra (Ottawa),
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• Peter Selinger (Dalhousie).
It remains for us to thank all authors and speakers, the organizers of special
sessions, the programme committee, and the external referees for their contribution
to the success of the conference.
We also would like to thank the Mathematics Department at the University of
Pennsylvania for hosting the meeting, and especially Monica Pallanti for attending
to the many details that allow it to run smoothly. We also thank the US Oﬃce of
Naval Research, and especially to Dr. Ralph Wachter, for their continued support
of the MFPS series.
Andrej Bauer
Michael Mislove
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Dedication
We are pleased to dedicate these Proceedings of the Twenty-fourth Conference on
the Mathematical Foundations of Programming Semantics to Philip Scott, on the
occasion of his 60th birthday. The MFPS community has benetted greatly from his
contributions to our understanding of computation, and from his especially lucid
presentation of his results.
The Editors
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